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Abstract

An increasing amount of research has been conducted on crime linkage, a practice that has already been presented as expert evidence in some countries; however it is questionable whether standards of admissibility, applied in some jurisdictions, have been achieved (e.g., the Daubert criteria). Much research has assessed the two basic assumptions underpinning this practice: that offenders are consistent in the way they commit their crimes and that offenders commit their crimes in a relatively distinctive manner. While studies of these assumptions with stranger sex offenses exist, they are problematic for two reasons: (1) small samples (usually < 30 series), and (2) samples consisting solely of serial offenses. The current study improved on past research through the use of a much larger dataset (N=50 series, 194 offenses; and N= 50 one-off offenses) and by sampling the offenses of both serial and one-off sex offenders, thereby representing a more ecologically valid test of the assumptions. The two assumptions were tested simultaneously by assessing how accurately 365 linked crime pairs could be differentiated from 29,281 unlinked crime pairs through the use of Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation logistic regression followed by Receiver Operating Characteristic analysis. An excellent level of predictive accuracy was achieved providing support for the assumptions underpinning crime linkage.
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CRIME LINKAGE WITH ADULT STRANGER SEX OFFENDERS

Testing the Assumptions of Crime Linkage with Stranger Sex Offenses: A More Ecologically-Valid Study

1. Introduction

Crime linkage is a police operational practice whereby police records are analyzed with the aim of identifying similarities in behavior between two or more crimes that would suggest they were committed by the same offender (Woodhams & Grant, 2006). It is an area of research that has grown significantly in the past 10 years and has included investigations of sexual assaults and rape (e.g., Grubin, et al., 2001), homicides (e.g., Santtila et al., 2008), arson (e.g., Ellingwood et al., 2013), burglaries (e.g., Bennell & Jones, 2005), robberies (e.g., Lin & Brown, 2006), and car theft (e.g., Tonkin, et al., 2008). Notably, research has focused on the application of crime linkage with ‘hard to solve’ crimes such as those committed by a stranger who had no previous connection to the victim (e.g., Santtila, et al., 2005).

An impetus for research in this field has been the use of crime linkage analysis to advise police investigations, as well as its use in legal proceedings in some countries (Bosco, et al., 2010; Charron & Woodhams, 2010; Hazelwood & Warren, 2004; Labuschagne, 2006), necessitating a comprehensive test of its two underlying principles. First, this paper outlines the ways in which crime linkage is utilized in practice and what this means for testing the two underlying assumptions. It then briefly describes the existing studies of these assumptions with stranger sexual offenses, explaining their limitations and how these affect the conclusions that can be drawn. The remainder of the paper presents a study designed to overcome a number of key limitations, which more closely reflects the type of data with which crime linkage would be conducted in reality. It therefore represents a more ecologically valid test of the underlying principles of crime linkage.

1.1. Crime Linkage in Practice

Although crime linkage is a relatively new area of research in legal and criminological psychology, with most research having been conducted in the last decade, it has been practiced for far longer than this. For example, the Violent Criminal Apprehension Program (ViCAP) of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) used to support crime linkage was devised in 1985 (Royal Canadian
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It is also widely practiced across several countries including the United Kingdom, the United States, Australia, South Africa, Belgium, the Czech Republic, France, Germany, Ireland, the Netherlands, New Zealand, and Switzerland (Bosco et al., 2010; Hazelwood & Warren, 2004; Labuschagne, 2006; RCMP, n.d.).

The widespread use of crime linkage can be explained by the advantages it holds for police forces if conducted accurately. For example, the processing of physical evidence can take weeks or months in some countries and while waiting for such evidence, crime linkage can be used to identify potential linked cases that can be investigated while awaiting results regarding physical evidence (Labuschagne, 2012). These might be cases where the suspect also remains unknown. In such a scenario, the identification of these “linked” crimes could facilitate the pooling of other forensic evidence from each crime scene (Davies, 1991). Alternatively, for one or more “linked” crimes a suspect could have been identified thereby expediting the apprehension of a suspect for the entire series. Davies (1991) also argues that behavioral linking can enhance the credibility of victims because each victim gains credibility from the others. This has been demonstrated by Jordan (2001, as cited by Kelly, 2010) whereby cases first deemed as false allegations by the police were subsequently perceived to be credible when another similar offense occurred.

The use of crime linkage is not limited to advising police investigations; it has also been used to prosecute an individual for multiple crimes. Evidence of behavioral similarity and distinctiveness has been introduced into legal proceedings in the UK, the US, Australia and South Africa (Bosco et al., 2010; Charron & Woodhams, 2010; Hazelwood & Warren, 2004; Labuschagne, 2006; Meyer, 2007; Woodhams & Toye, 2007) to suggest that the same offender was responsible (or not) for two or more crimes (Bosco et al., 2010). Typically, at least one other form of evidence is also presented (e.g., eyewitness identification, confession) that links the offender to one or more of the crimes he/she is being tried for, but this evidence is absent or weak for other offenses (see Labuschagne, 2006, for a case example).

The admittance of such evidence into legal proceedings is governed in some countries by particular rules. In the US, the admissibility of scientific evidence into the courts is controlled by a
conglomeration of court cases and federal rules (Meyer, 2007). Often it is the decision of the individual state which precedent to follow. The generally accepted standard for many states is the Daubert criteria (1993), whereas others follow the older Frye standard (1923) or the more recent Federal Rules of Evidence, specifically Rule 702 (Groscup et al., 2002).

1.1.1. The Frye standard. This standard was the precursor to the Daubert criteria and Rule 702. It requires that the method by which the evidence was obtained is accepted by experts in that field.

1.1.2. The Daubert criteria. This has five main points that must be met in order for the evidence to be presented in the courts;

1. The ability for empirical testing of the theory or technique (and that it has been tested);
2. The evidence must have been subjected to peer review and publication;
3. There needs to be a known or potential error rate for the practice;
4. There must be standards and guidelines for the practice;
5. The degree to which the theory or technique is generally accepted by the scientific community.

In 2007, Woodhams, Bull and Hollin considered how well the field of crime linkage fared against each of the Daubert criteria. With respect to criterion 1, they explained that crime linkage is underpinned by two assumptions (or theories); the Assumption of Behavioral Consistency, which states that offenders are consistent in the way they commit their crimes (Canter, 1995), and the Assumption of Behavioral Distinctiveness, which states that offenders will commit their crimes in a relatively distinctive manner (Bennell & Canter, 2002). The study of behavioral consistency and distinctiveness has a long history in personality psychology (e.g. Allport, 1937) where models (e.g., the Cognitive Affective Personality System, Mischel & Shoda, 1995) have been proposed that suggest behavioral consistency will be observed in situations of psychological similarity and that distinctiveness in individuals’ behavior displayed in the same situation emerges because of differences in learning histories, personality dispositions and so on.
In terms of criterion 1, Woodhams et al. (2007a) concluded that while these two assumptions could be tested and that some efforts had been made to test them, there were some significant limitations with the research, including a lack of realism (see below for a fuller discussion). They further described how crime linkage had been subject to peer review and publication (criterion 2) but that there was not a known error rate (criterion 3). With regards to the last two criteria (4 and 5), whether crime linkage theories or techniques are generally accepted by the scientific field and if there are standards and guidelines, Woodhams et al. concluded “not yet”. However, in the six years since Woodhams, et al. (2007a) presented this critique, several studies have been published, specifically on sex offending and crime linkage, which are discussed in more detail below.

1.1.3. Rule 702. The requirements of Rule 702 (Federal Rules of Evidence, amended 2011) are broader:

“A witness who is qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education may testify in the form of an opinion or otherwise if:(a) the expert’s scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will help the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue; (b) the testimony is based on sufficient facts or data; (c) the testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods; and (d) the expert has reliably applied the principles and methods to the facts of the case.”

Of most relevance to the research of crime linkage is point (c). This rule requires expert testimony utilizing crime linkage analysis to be a product of reliable principles and methods. Specifically, the current paper focuses on the state of the research with regards to (c)(i), whether its principles (i.e., behavioral consistency and behavioral distinctiveness) are reliable. Other researchers have investigated (c)(ii), the methods, and interested parties are referred to Snook, Luther, House, Bennell and Taylor (2012).

In summary, the field of crime linkage must ensure that research meets the standards required for admission in court. Therefore, this paper aims to expand knowledge on the reliability of the underlying principles of crime linkage for serial sex offenses.
1.2. Serial Sex Offending and Tests of the Crime Linkage Assumptions

Given the use of crime linkage analysis in legal proceedings, and that rules of evidence require its principles to have been tested (and supported), it is unsurprising that the main focus of crime linkage research has been to test their validity. Serial sex offenses are one of the crime types most often the subject of these empirical tests. Studies have centered on sexual offenses committed by offenders who are strangers to their victims because these cases are often more difficult to solve than offenses committed by a victim’s acquaintance (Canter, 1996; Roberts & Grossman, 1993) and it is on such cases that crime linkage would be conducted in practice.

The two basic assumptions have been studied in a variety of ways within the research on linking sexual offenses. Some studies have assessed only the degree of behavioral consistency exhibited by serial sex offenders whereas others have assessed both assumptions simultaneously using a variety of statistical methods, including discriminant function analysis and multidimensional scaling (e.g., Santtila et al., 2005), and logistic regression and ROC analysis (e.g., Bennell, et al., 2009).

In the consistency studies, behavioral consistency has been quantified using Jaccard’s coefficient, percentage agreement and kappa, with the former being most common. Sjöstedt, et al. (2004) found serial sex offenders, particularly those who had targeted stranger victims, to show some stability in their victim selection behaviors\(^1\) (κ>.40). Grubin et al. (2001) assessed whether the serial sex offenders in their sample were consistent in behavioral domain types\(^2\) (types of control behaviors, sex behaviors, escape behaviors and style behaviors established from cluster analysis) across their series. Eighty-three percent of the offenders were consistent in at least one domain and 26% were consistent across all four domains.

Where Jaccard’s coefficient has been used to quantify the amount of similarity in crime scene behavior between two offenses, a larger coefficient indicates greater similarity in behavior. This translates

---

\(^1\) Victim selection behaviors include characteristics of the victim, such as vulnerabilities or physical appearance.

\(^2\) Control behaviors are those used to maintain control over the victim to facilitate the commission of the offense. Escape behaviors refer to those that enable the offender to quit the scene undetected. Style behaviors are those that do not assist in the commission of the offense but which reflect the offender’s internal psychology (Grubin et al., 2001).
to greater consistency in the case of two crimes by the same offender. Jaccard’s coefficients range from 0 to 1, with 0 representing absolute inconsistency in behavior and 1 representing perfect consistency. Once a Jaccard’s coefficient has been calculated for all pairs in a dataset, researchers have tested the underlying assumptions of consistency and distinctiveness by contrasting the Jaccard’s coefficients for linked crime pairs versus unlinked crime pairs. Linked crime pairs represent two crimes by the same serial offender whereas unlinked crime pairs are created by pairing two crimes committed by different (usually serial) offenders. If the assumptions of crime linkage are valid, the Jaccard’s coefficients for the linked crime pairs should be larger (indicating greater behavioral similarity) than those of the unlinked crime pairs. For example, Mokros and Alison (2002) found the average Jaccard’s coefficient for the linked crimes to be higher ($M=0.41$) than that of the unlinked pairs ($M=0.27$), suggesting support for the assumptions of crime linkage, however they did not determine if this difference was statistically significant. Other studies have used tests of difference to contrast linked and unlinked crime pairs. In these studies the average Jaccard’s coefficient for the linked pairs has ranged from .39 to .52 but only .17 to .34 for the unlinked pairs (Bennell et al., 2009; Bennell et al., 2010; Woodhams, et al., 2007b; Woodhams & Labuschagne, 2012). In all cases, the average Jaccard’s coefficient for the linked pairs was significantly larger indicating greater behavioral similarity.

The studies that have utilized more advanced statistical tests to assess the underlying principles of crime linkage with sex offenses tend to fall into one of two categories: 1) statistical tests which assess the accuracy with which a query crime can be allocated to the correct series or with which crimes from the same series as the ‘query crime’ can be identified (e.g., Grubin et al., 2001; Santtila et al., 2005); or 2) statistical tests which determine how accurately linked crime pairs can be distinguished from unlinked crime pairs based on behavioral similarity (e.g., Bennell et al., 2009; Woodhams & Labuschagne, 2012). For the first approach, accuracy rate(s) are compared to what would be expected by chance alone to see if they differ. As Tonkin et al. point out in their 2012 study, comparing the statistical model against chance might not be a fair comparison, as practitioners may perform at a level better (or worse) than chance. For the second approach, Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis is used to quantify discrimination.
accuracy with the area under the curve (AUC) indicating how accurately linked and unlinked crime pairs can be distinguished. AUC values range from 0 to 1.00 with a larger value representing greater accuracy.

With regards to the first approach, several studies have extracted a query crime from their research database and then rank ordered all other remaining offenses according to their behavioral similarity to the query offense (Grubin et al., 2001; Santtila et al., 2005). This analysis has been conducted using bespoke computer algorithms (Grubin et al., 2001), multidimensional scaling, and discriminant function analysis (Santtila et al., 2005). Having done this, a pre-specified top percentage of ranked crimes are examined to determine how many are actually from the same series as the query offense and whether this is more than would be expected by chance. For all but two of the 117 series examined by Grubin et al. (2001) the figures were significantly higher than would be expected by chance. Santtila et al. (2005) reported that another crime from the same series was within the top five most similar crimes more than 40% of the time and nearly 60% of the time within the top ten cases found by the linking model. Overall, the accuracy of offense allocation to series was significantly greater than chance (at 25.6%) and for 86% of the crimes, the correct series was within the top 10 to which it was predicted to belong. Similarly, using a bespoke computer algorithm, Yokota, et al. (2007) used behavioral similarity to predict to which offender each offense in their database belonged. The top five percent of offenders in each ranked list were scrutinized to determine whether the correct offender was present. Twenty-four of the 81 offenders were correctly ranked number one for their offense, and the median rank position for the correct offender was four (Range = 1-339). Several studies have therefore demonstrated that it is possible to allocate offenses to the correct series or to offender at rates significantly higher than chance. However, it should also be noted that these figures illustrate that there is still quite a considerable degree of error in making such predictions.

This approach to evaluating crime linkage principles has been criticized by Bennell and colleagues for using just one decision-threshold (e.g., specifying a particular cut-off – “top ten”), which can produce a distorted picture of linking accuracy (Bennell et al., 2009). Instead, Bennell (2005) proposed Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis as the “gold standard” analysis since it is able
to evaluate linking accuracy across a range of thresholds (as well as having a number of other advantages). A very recent study by Winter et al. (2013) compared two different statistical techniques for predicting the series to which each offense in the dataset belonged: Mokken scaling followed by discriminant function analysis and naïve Bayesian classifier analysis. However, in response to Bennell et al.’s criticism, ROC analysis was used to evaluate the accuracy of linking predictions. Winter et al.’s sample constituted 90 sex offenses committed by 30 serial sex offenders and 129 apparent one-off sex offenses from the UK. The AUCs ranged from .74-.89 with greater accuracy found when the one-off offenses were included in the dataset subject to analysis.

The remaining studies of the crime linkage principles with sex offenses have utilized ROC analysis to assess how accurately linked crime pairs can be distinguished from unlinked crime pairs. These studies have calculated a Jaccard’s coefficient for each pair in their dataset which are then used to predict whether a given crime pair in the dataset is the work of the same offender (linked) or two different offenders (unlinked). If the two assumptions underpinning crime linkage are valid this discrimination task should be achieved with a high degree of accuracy (reflected by a large AUC). With a UK sample of 126 serious sexual assaults committed by 42 offenders, Bennell et al. (2009) found an AUC of .75 representing a good level of accuracy. Using the same sample but a different coding scheme with 36 variables (compared to the 27 variables used in the 2009 study), Bennell et al. (2010) reported an AUC of 0.81. More recently, with a South African sample of 22 serial sex offenders, Woodhams and Labuschagne (2012) reported AUCs ranging from .77-.88.

1.3. Limitations of Previous Linkage Research

While the studies outlined above provide some support for the assumptions underpinning crime linkage with samples of serial sex offenses, they have a number of limitations that have implications for the satisfaction of the rules of evidence outlined above. The first issue concerns the variation in how behavioral similarity is quantified and the statistical methods employed to test the principles of crime linkage. Disagreement in the approach to analysis presents difficulties when attempting comparisons between studies, or summation of the research. As noted above, Bennell and his colleagues (e.g., Bennell
et al., 2009; Bennell, et al., 2014) have made a convincing argument that ROC analysis should be adopted as the gold standard analysis since it is the only current method that is not impeded by threshold-specific results, producing a “pure measure of linking accuracy (i.e. the AUC)” (Bennell et al., 2009, p. 304). ROC analysis was therefore adopted as the analytical technique in the current study.

Another limitation of existing crime linkage research with sex offenses is the sample sizes used. Most studies have sampled the crimes of 13 - 42 serial offenders (N=42 series (126 offenses), Bennell et al., 2009; N = 16 series (43 offenses), Santtila et al., 2005; N = 30 series (90 offenses), Winter et al., 2013; N= 22 series (119 offenses), Woodhams & Labuschagne, 2012). Yokota et al. (2007) is the exception to this with a sample of 188 serial offenders and 680 one-off offenders. The number of crimes included in statistical analyses in some previous studies has been further reduced by researchers adopting the practice of sampling a constant number of offenses from each series rather than utilizing all offenses in a series (e.g., Bennell et al., 2009, Santtila et al., 2005). As Woodhams and Labuschagne (2012) argued, police databases would not consist only of series of a constant number. The current study, therefore, sampled a larger number of serial sex offenders than most previous studies (N = 50 series) and included all known sex offenses (N= 194 offenses) comprising each series (thereby including series of differing length in the current study).

A further limitation is that most studies have used samples consisting solely of serial sex offenders (Bennell et al., 2009; Santtila et al., 2005; Woodhams & Labuschagne, 2012), whereas in reality crime linkage databases would contain both serial and one-off offenses. This is problematic for a number of reasons. First, it means previous research lacks realism and therefore the findings may not generalize to practice. Second, by including only serial offenders in an analysis, the researchers may be artificially separating the distributions of Jaccard’s coefficients for the linked and unlinked crime pairs (Woodhams, 2008). If it is accepted that serial sex offenders are consistent and distinctive in their crime scene behavior, in creating unlinked pairs from crime series, two crimes by two serial offenders with very different crime scene behavior are being paired. These should therefore look very dissimilar to one
another resulting in a small Jaccard’s coefficient. This potential problem can be overcome by including one-off offenders in a sample. This also improves ecological validity.

Two recent studies have investigated if there are differences in the crime scene behavior of serial and one-off rapists. Corovic et al. (2012) stated that serial rapists were more criminally sophisticated than the one-off rapists in their first rapes. However, after applying a Bonferroni correction in the second part of their study, where they tried to predict if a rapist was a serial or one-off, the only predictors of a rapist’s type were “kissed victim” (one-off offenders more likely to show this behavior) and “controlled victim” (more likely to be seen in serial offenders). Similarly, Slater et al. (2014) found that while there were some differences in the control and sexual behaviors between serial and one-off rapists, after a Benjamini–Hochberg correction, only one behavior remained significant, whether the victim was solicited by the offender (more likely by serial offenders). In summary, few differences have therefore been found between one-off and serial rapists meaning that it might be quite difficult to distinguish between linked crime pairs and unlinked crime pairs composed of one-off offenses.

To date, only a handful of studies have included one-off offenders in their samples (Grubin et al., 2001; Winter et al., 2013; Yokota et al., 2007), with only Winter et al. (2013) using ROC analysis. However, Winter et al.’s analysis utilized Mokken scaling, discriminant function analysis and naïve Bayesian classifier analysis to predict to which series an offense was likely to belong; this differs quite considerably from most research on the crime linkage assumptions that has adopted logistic regression and ROC analysis to determine how accurately the linkage status (linked versus unlinked) of crime pairs within a sample can be predicted. The current study adopted the more common method of assessing the accuracy of differentiating linked and unlinked crime pairs based on crime scene behavior using ROC analysis while still overcoming the other design flaws outlined. In addition to testing the validity of the underlying assumptions of crime linkage, this paper also considered Daubert criterion 3 (referring to the known error rate) by calculating figures for sensitivity and specificity.

Based on previous findings of studies of serial sex offending, it was hypothesized that linked crime pairs would be more similar in crime scene behavior than unlinked crime pairs, and that behavioral
similarity, as measured using Jaccard’s coefficient, could accurately differentiate linked from unlinked crime pairs. No prediction was made as to the relative discrimination accuracy when using samples representing only serial sex offenses versus also including one-off sex offenses.

2. Method

2.1. Data

A national sample of stranger sex offenses was obtained from the Serious Crime Analysis Section (SCAS) of the National Crime Agency, UK. SCAS is a police analytical unit with national responsibility to carry out analytical work on behalf of all police forces. It collates and analyses information on serious crimes that fulfill its criteria, predominately stranger murders, and serious stranger sexual assaults and/or rapes. SCAS hold a database called the Violent Crime Linkage Analysis System (ViCLAS) which contains information about sexual crimes that meet their criteria including the behaviors displayed during each offense by the offender (National Crime Agency (SOCA), n.d.). They hold the most comprehensive dataset of stranger sex offenses in the UK.

A sample of sexual offenses committed by 50 serial and 50 one-off male offenders was provided by SCAS. Since the true ratio of serial to one-off offenders is unknown, it was decided that an even 1:1 ratio would best serve this study. Each crime was committed against a lone, adult, female victim by a lone stranger, adult, male offender. In total, the sample consisted of 194 serial sex offenses committed by the 50 serial offenders\(^3\) and 50 one-off sex offenses. The serial offenses spanned dates from 1977 to 2010, whilst the one-off offenses occurring between 1984 and 2009. The slight difference in dates is due to the request made to SCAS that sample collection start from the date of the request and extend backwards in time until 50 offenders of each type were identified. The definition of “serial” adopted in this study corresponds with international research programs on various forms of serial offending (e.g., Grubin et al., 2001; Santtila et al., 2005; Tonkin et al., 2008) and the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s (2008) definition for serial murder, which is two or more crimes committed by the same individual. The term

\(^3\) Information as to how the serial offenses were originally linked (e.g. behavioral similarities, offender confessions, DNA) was not available to the researchers.
“one-off” is used within the paper to refer to apparent one-off offenses. It is impossible to know whether these are the crimes of sex offenders who genuinely committed only one offense, as established by a conviction, or whether they are in fact serial offenders whose other crimes have not been attributed to them. This point is returned to in the discussion of the paper. All the crimes included in the sample were from closed cases, where the offender had been convicted of the offense.

2.1.1. Serial offenders and their offenses. The 50 serial sexual offenders in the sample had a mean age at the time of offense of 31.69 years (Range = 18-58 years; SD=8.76). Seventy-two percent of the serial offenders were of White European ethnicity, the rest were of Dark European (8%), African or Caribbean (12%), Asian (2%), Arabic (2%), or Other ethnicity (4%). The mean series length was four offenses and the mode was three offenses (Range = 2-10 offenses). One hundred and two of the offenses were rapes, the rest were attempted rapes, assaults by penetration, indecent assaults, and indecent exposures (see Table 1). The remaining 31 offenses were other types of sexual offense (e.g., offenses that are classed as another type of crime but where a sexual component was evident). The inclusion of these unclassified sexual offenses for the serial offenders is a result of the sampling frame and the attempt to include all the sexual crimes in an offender’s series. The victims of the serial offenders had a mean age at the time of offense of 29.46 years (Range = 18-76 years; SD=11.58). Seventy-two percent of the victims were White European, with the rest being Dark European (1.5%), African or Caribbean (1%), Asian (1%), Arabic (1%), or Other (1.5%), and for 22% ethnicity was not recorded.

2.1.2. One-off offenders and their offenses. The sample of 50 one-off sexual offenders had a mean age at the time of the offense of 30.92 years (Range = 18-55 years; SD=9.59). Seventy percent of the offenders were of White European ethnicity, the rest were of Dark European (2%), African or Caribbean (12%), Asian (10%), Arabic (4%), or Other ethnicity (2%). From the 50 offenses they committed, 10 were classified as attempted rapes, while the other 40 were classified as completed rapes (see Table 1). The victims of the one-off offenders had a mean age at the time of offense of 28.20 years (Range = 18-59 years; SD=9.51). Eighty-four percent of the victims were of White European ethnicity,
with the rest being African or Caribbean (2%), or Other (4%), and for 10% their ethnicity was not recorded.

2.2. Procedure

The information about the offenders’ crime scene behaviors for the offenses sampled was provided to the authors as a numerically coded spreadsheet which contained no personally identifying information. The spreadsheet contained 217 different modus operandi (MO) behaviors which included crime scene location descriptions, how the offender approached the victim, verbal themes, and sexual acts performed. Dichotomous coding was used for all the variables (1 = presence of a behavior during the offense, 0 = absence or unknown for a given behavior).

It was not possible for the authors to assess the inter-rater reliability of these data as the coding was completed before it was provided to the authors. However, all data inputted onto the SCAS database is completed in-house in a controlled environment by a team of highly trained individuals. Applicants are tested for their attention to detail and ability to identify relevant information prior to employment with SCAS. Recruits undergo several months of training before they are allowed to work autonomously, and only after they obtain a highly detailed knowledge of the system. To ensure accuracy and knowledge the training is rigorous and lengthy, and recruits must show clear understanding of behavioral vagaries. Initial training is not undertaken on a live database, and staff will not begin working on the live database until they have evidenced their capability to complete inputs accurately. Ensuring consistency in decision making in relation to difficult issues, a ‘Quality Control Guide’ is utilized by everyone inputting data on the database. Where an unusual aspect is encountered, for which no precedent has been set, a dedicated, experienced team meets to review the situation and make a decision. This decision is then recorded for future reference to ensure future consistency. Additionally, each inputted case goes through a detailed quality assurance process prior to any analysis taking place. This involves a review of the inputted information in comparison to case details, by an analyst from within the team and anomalies or errors are fed back to the inputter and amended on the database.

2.3. Analysis of data
As was outlined in the introduction to this article, Bennell and colleagues (Bennell & Jones, 2005; Bennell et al., 2009) have argued convincingly for the use of ROC analysis to test the assumptions of crime linkage. This study therefore followed a method pioneered by Bennell and Canter (2002), which has now been utilized in a substantial number of crime linkage studies (e.g., Bennell et al., 2009, 2010; Bennell & Jones, 2005; Tonkin et al., 2008; Woodhams & Labuschagne, 2012; Woodhams & Toye, 2007).

First, the Jaccard’s coefficient was calculated for each crime pair in the dataset using a computer program created by Dr. Craig Bennell, called B-LINK. After calculating the Jaccard’s coefficients the sample was split into linked and unlinked crime pairs. As outlined in the Introduction, traditionally studies have created linked and unlinked pairs from samples composed solely of serial offenses (hereafter referred to as the “traditional method”). This was also done in the current study to aid comparison with existing studies. In addition, sampling was extended to include one-off sex offenses allowing comparison of linked crime pairs with unlinked crime pairs containing offenses by one-off offenders (referred to hereafter as the “extended method”). These unlinked crime pairs were termed serial-serial, serial-one-off, and one-off-one-off pairs, respectively. The sample contained 365 linked crime pairs for both the traditional and extended methods. For the traditional method there were 18,356 unlinked crime pairs and in the extended method there were 29,281 unlinked crime pairs. Using either method, a significantly larger Jaccard’s value for linked crime pairs compared to unlinked crime pairs would support the similarity and distinctiveness principles. This was assessed using Kruskal-Wallis tests because the distributions of the Jaccard’s coefficients were significantly different to a normal distribution, as assessed by Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests.

4 The Jaccard’s coefficients reported here were calculated based on all offense behaviors rather than categorizing behaviors into domains and then calculating a Jaccard’s coefficient for each domain. This is because in existing studies (e.g., Bennell et al., 2009) as well as with this dataset, prediction using the coefficients generated from all offense behaviors was more accurate than that based on any individual domain. The output for individual domains can be obtained from the first author on request.

5 B-LINK (Bennell, 2002) calculates Jaccard’s coefficient from dichotomously coded data about the crime scene behavior in each offense in the dataset. The output from B-LINK contains Jaccard’s coefficient and information about whether each pair is linked or unlinked.
The Jaccard’s data were also subject to a leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) logistic regression analysis (Herrmann, 1998) which involves:

Taking each case out of the dataset one at a time. When a given case has been extracted, a logistic regression model is developed using the remaining dataset (representing the development data), which is then applied to the extracted case only (representing the validation data) to produce a predicted probability. This case is then returned to the dataset and the procedure repeated with the next case in the dataset until cases have been exhausted” (Woodhams & Labuschagne, 2012, p. 93). This statistical procedure has been used in previous crime linkage studies (Tonkin, et al., 2012; Woodhams & Labuschagne, 2012). A Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis was conducted on the predicted probabilities produced by the LOOCV logistic regression to assess how accurately using Jaccard’s coefficients (behavioral similarity) crime pairs could be classified as linked or unlinked. Linkage status (linked or unlinked) was the state variable and the predicted probabilities were the test variable. These analyses were conducted with SPSS version 19.

Finally, Youden’s index was calculated which represents the decision threshold (in this case, the Jaccard’s coefficient) at which the proportion of hits is maximized while the proportion of false alarms is minimized (Bennell, 2005). This was calculated for both the traditional and extended sampling method. The equation for Youden’s index is \( J = p_H + p_{CR} - 1 \), where \( p_H \) is the probability of a hit and \( p_{CR} \) is the probability of a correct rejection (Bennell & Jones, 2005). Having identified the Jaccard’s coefficient at which the proportion of hits is maximized and the proportion of false alarms minimized, the sensitivity and specificity could be calculated, giving an indication of the error rate associated with adopting this statistical means of predicting linkage status. As applied to crime linkage, the sensitivity refers to the correct identification of linked crime pairs, and the specificity is the correct identification of unlinked crime pairs. Together sensitivity and specificity can be used to calculate the error rates, of Type I errors (false positives) and Type II errors (false negatives), which is the necessary information for Daubert criterion 3.

3. Results
3.1. Traditional Method of Testing Crime Linkage Principles (Series only sample)

The linked crime pairs had a median Jaccard’s of .37 (Range = .04-1.00), whereas the unlinked crime pairs had a median of .16 (Range = .00-1.00). A Kruskal-Wallis test established that this difference was significant ($\chi^2(1, N=18721) = 595.50, \ p<.001$). The ROC analysis produced an Area Under the Curve (AUC) of .87 ($p<.001, 95\% \ CI = .85-.89$) which represents an excellent level of predictive accuracy (Hosmer & Lemeshow, 2000). The ROC curve can be seen in Figure 1.

3.2. Extended Method of Testing Crime Linkage Principles (Series and one-off offenses sample)

The median of the linked crime pairs ($Mdn = .37, \ Range = .04-1.00$) indicated that they were more similar in crime scene behaviors than the unlinked crime pairs overall ($Mdn = .17, \ Range = .00-1.00$). This difference was significant ($\chi^2(1, N=29646) = 580.40, \ p<.001$). The AUC produced by the ROC analysis was .86 ($p<.001, 95\% \ CI = .84-.89$) which represents an excellent level of discrimination accuracy. The ROC curve can be seen in Figure 2.

The median Jaccard’s coefficient for each type of unlinked crime pair was also calculated: serial/serial unlinked ($Mdn=.16$), serial/one-off ($Mdn=.17$), and one-off/one-off ($Mdn=.20$). Unlinked pairs created by pairing the crimes of two different serial offenders are therefore the most dissimilar in crime scene behavior. A Friedman’s test was conducted to compare the behavioral similarity of the three types of unlinked crime pair which produced a significant result ($\chi^2(2) = 94.30, \ p < 0.001$). Post hoc analysis using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with a Bonferroni correction indicated there were significant differences in Jaccard’s coefficients between all types of unlinked crime pairs.

When the Confidence Intervals (CI) for the AUCs produced using the traditional and extended method were compared they clearly overlap meaning that there is not a significant difference in discrimination accuracy (Bennell et al., 2009) whether distinguishing linked and unlinked pairs within a sample solely composed of sex offense series or within a sample comprising series and one-off sex offenses.

3.3. Decision-Making Thresholds
The Jaccard’s coefficient that corresponded with the optimal threshold for the traditional sampling method was .245 and for the extended method was .241. The figures for specificity and sensitivity can be seen in Table 2. Under the traditional sampling condition, unlinked pairs were more accurately identified than linked pairs, as indicated by a larger proportion for specificity than sensitivity. The converse was true under the extended sampling condition although under both conditions the difference in size of proportions was only slight.

4. Discussion

In some jurisdictions, standards of admissibility (e.g., Daubert criteria and Rule 702) require the reliability of the assumptions of crime linkage to be empirically demonstrated and the error rate of crime linkage practice to be known. While several studies have attempted to assess these with serial sex offenses, methodological limitations affect their ecological validity and therefore the conclusions that can be drawn. The current study was designed to address these limitations by including one-off sex offenses in the dataset, ensuring a much larger sample of crime series than has been typical, and sampling all offenses from each known series.

In 2008, Woodhams cautioned against using only series-series unlinked pairs in analyses of the crime linkage assumptions for fear of inflating the difference in behavioral similarity between the linked and unlinked pairs. The findings from the current study give credence to her concerns: the series-series unlinked crime pairs were the most dissimilar in crime scene behavior. However, despite this, the linked crime pairs were significantly more similar in crime scene behavior than the unlinked crime pairs under both testing conditions (traditional and extended). This provides support for the underlying principles of crime linkage. However, it should be noted that the linked crime pairs were characterized by a wide range of Jaccard’s coefficients. In theory, if crime scene behavior is driven by personal characteristics and less so by the situation, linked crime pairs should be characterized by high behavioral similarity. This certainly appeared to be the case for some of the pairings in the sample which had Jaccard’s coefficients of 1.00 (indicating perfect similarity). On further investigation it became apparent that these perfectly similar linked crime pairs had relatively few “present” behaviors for comparison (i.e., six or fewer).
Within the linked crime pairs there were other pairs where the similarity in behavior was virtually non-existent (with values of .04). Indeed, the distributions of Jaccard’s coefficients for the linked and unlinked crime pairs overlapped quite considerably. These findings indicate that the principles of consistency and distinctiveness hold for some offense pairs better than others, which has implications both for the use of crime linkage in court but also for future research.

It is important that future research investigate the reasons for some offenders showing greater consistency than others. Possible avenues to explore include the psychological processes at work, specifically what is the function or meaning of the behavior to the offender. It would be expected that those offenders who enact certain behaviors that hold a strong function or purpose would be more likely to repeat that behavior. Alternatively, it may be that several different behaviors could all achieve the same, underlying function for the offender; hence, behavioral consistency would be less apparent, at least at the discrete behavioral level.

A more complete test of the principles underlying crime linkage was conducted using ROC analysis. Under conditions of traditional sampling, an AUC of .87 was found, representing an excellent level of discrimination accuracy. A similar figure (.86) was reported when sampling was extended to include apparent one-off sex offenses in the dataset. Both figures provide empirical support for the underlying principles of crime linkage; however, they also indicate that a degree of error still exists.

The AUCs found under both sampling conditions (.86-.87) are larger than the AUCs reported in existing studies of serial sex offenders (AUCs .75-.81) where researchers have artificially restricted the number of offenses sampled per series to a constant value (e.g., Bennell et al., 2009; Bennell et al., 2010; Woodhams & Labuschagne, 2012). However, they are similar to the figure of .88 reported by Woodhams and Labuschagne (2012) where they included all offenses from each series in the analysis (N=119 offenses), which was the sampling method adopted in the current study. As Woodhams and Labuschagne (2012) argued, it is more ecologically valid to sample all offenses from each series and it appears that artificially restricting the number of offenses per series sampled might underestimate the potential for
behaviorally linking crimes. Researchers are therefore urged to avoid restricting the number of crimes sampled per series in the future.

The inclusion of one-off sex offenses in the analysis had the opposite effect to what was found by Winter et al. (2013). Unlike Winter and colleagues, who found a slight improvement in discrimination accuracy when including one-off offenses, we found a slight decrease. This is likely attributed to the fact that in the current study the unlinked series-one-off pairs and the one-off-one-off pairs had larger Jaccard’s coefficients than the series-series unlinked pairs. In this scenario it is more difficult to accurately distinguish linked from unlinked pairs because of the greater overlap in the Jaccard’s distributions. However, the difference in AUC between the traditional and the extended method in this study was not found to be significant. Whether this would be the case if a larger sample of one-off offenses was used is unknown at present. It is possible that this effect would be accentuated with a larger sample of one-off offenses and this is something that future research needs to investigate.

The Youden’s indexes were also very similar. Assuming that the findings from this sample would generalize to real world practice the police could apply the threshold to proactively screen for potentially linked crimes. The police could maximize hits while minimizing the number of false alarms if when crime pairs exceeded a Jaccard’s coefficient of .241 they were classified as linked. In terms of the error rate in this simulation of crime linkage decision-making (Daubert criterion 3), adoption of this threshold would result in 79% of linked pairs (sensitivity) being correctly identified and 79% of unlinked pairs (specificity). The sensitivity and specificity for both the traditional and extended methods are similar to the findings of Winter et al. (2013). In their study, the sensitivity was 77.78 and the specificity was 82.62 for serial offenses only (traditional method) and 86.67 and 66.40 respectively for serial and one-off offenses (extended method). It is, however, important to emphasize that, despite the current study more closely simulating the conditions under which practitioners make crime linkage decisions, it does not fully reflect how such procedures would be expected to perform in real life where human beings rather than statistical models are predicting linkage status.

4.1. Limitations
The dataset used in this study more closely reflected what investigators would be working with during an investigation, and therefore made progress towards closing the gap between how crime linkage is researched and how it is conducted in the real world. However, it still has a number of limitations associated with the method which mean that it does not fully represent how the crime linkage principles might operate in practice and this is problematic when trying to produce research findings that would address criteria regarding admissibility.

As with much of the previous research in this area, the sample used here comprised the offenses of convicted offenders (Mokros & Alison, 2002; Santtila et al., 2005). The crime linkage research community has previously raised concerns about this method of sampling and how well findings generated from such samples would apply to reality where crime linkage is conducted on unsolved offenses (Bennell & Canter, 2002). However, a recent study by Woodhams and Labuschagne (2012) provides some reassurance since when comparing serial sex offense series first identified by the police (due to similar MO) to those first identified from DNA database hits, little evidence of a difference in behavioral similarity between the two types of series was found.

A further limitation, characteristic of any study that tries to sample one-off offenders, is that there can be no guarantee that those labeled as one-off offenders are not in fact serial offenders whose other offenses have yet to come to the attention of the police. Some crime linkage studies label crime series on the basis of arrest and this has been criticized with recommendations that criminal convictions are used as a basis instead (Snook, et al., in press). Despite the crime series in the current study being labeled on the basis of a conviction, it is still not possible to completely guarantee that the offenses included in a crime series are properly attributed because of the existence of miscarriages of justice. While none of these limitations can be overcome through improvements in design, it is still important that they be acknowledged.

It was not possible in the current study to know whether the analysts when coding the offenses onto the ViCLAS database were blind to series membership. It is therefore unknown whether the coding of crime scene behavior was influenced by knowledge of whether an offense belonged to a series or not.
However, a recent study by Pakkanen, et al. (2012), found that knowledge of the membership of an offense to a series did not appear to bias the coding of the behavioral data.

Finally, recent publications have queried the reliability of data contained within ViCLAS databases. Snook et al. (2012) tested the agreement between police officers coding a case file against the ViCLAS booklet. The study found only 10.38% of the variables reached acceptable levels of agreement, and the authors expressed concern about the implications for using such data for research. While these are valid concerns and indeed they warrant investigation, it is important to note that there are procedural differences between the coding of cases for ViCLAS in the UK compared to in Canada (where Snook et al.’s study was based). In Canada, the case files are coded against the ViCLAS booklet by police officers; whereas in the UK, a select number of trained assistant crime analysts do the coding. This is the main task associated with their role. There are also a number of quality assurance procedures in place as was outlined above. Therefore, while an explicit test of inter-rater reliability for ViCLAS coding in the UK is needed, findings from Snook et al.’s study are not directly applicable.

4.2. Conclusion

In line with the standards of admissibility operating in some jurisdictions (e.g., Daubert, Federal Rules of Evidence 702), much of the research in the crime linkage field has assessed the reliability of its underlying principles. The findings have been largely supportive; however, these studies have a number of limitations which impact ecological validity. The current study sought to address many of these by sampling a much larger set of stranger sex offenses than is typical, by sampling all offenses from each crime series, and by including the offenses of one-off sex offenders in the dataset. Linked and unlinked crime pairs could be discriminated with excellent levels of accuracy as assessed by ROC analyses therefore providing further support for the underlying principles of crime linkage (behavioral consistency and distinctiveness), but this time with a more ecologically valid sample. However, the results also show that predictions of linkage status are not without error.
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Table 1

*Types of Offenses Committed by Serial and One-Off Offenders*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offense</th>
<th>Serial Offenses</th>
<th>One-Off Offenses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( n = 194 )</td>
<td>( n = 50 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( n )</td>
<td>( n )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( % )</td>
<td>( % )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rape</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52.6</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempted Rape</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assault by Penetration</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indecent Assault</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indecent Exposure</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Sexual Offense</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2

Overview of the indices associated with the optimal decision thresholds (Youden’s index) for the traditional method of creating unlinked pairs (n = 18721) and the extended method (n = 29646).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional (series only)</td>
<td>78.90</td>
<td>80.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended (series and one-off offenses)</td>
<td>79.45</td>
<td>78.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: The equation for Youden’s index is $J = p_H + p_{CR} - 1$, where $p_H$ is the probability of a hit and $p_{CR}$ is the probability of a correct rejection.*
Figure 1. The ROC graph for the Traditional Method for differentiating linked and unlinked crime pairs using MO behaviors ($N = 18,721$). The Area Under the Curve (AUC), was .87 ($p < .001$, 95% CI $= .85-.89$).
Figure 2. The ROC graph for the Extended Method for differentiating linked from unlinked crime pairs using MO behaviors (N=29,646). The Area Under the Curve (AUC) was .86 (p<.001, 95% CI= .84-.89).